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Both Pierre Teilhard de Chardin (1881-1955) and
Raimon Panikkar (1918-2010) look at the world
from a similar perspective when speaking about
a threefold dimension of the cosmic, human,
and divine. Panikkar often refers to this as
“cosmotheandrism”.
What is the meaning of this? And how significant
is their vision within an evolutionary world? Both
thinkers are well aware of the epic of evolution,
and the impact of evolutionary becoming
on all realms of human experience and selfunderstanding. Both were deeply influenced
by the developments of modern science and
the emergence of a new Earth consciousness,
as also by what Teilhard perceived as the
accelerating process of “planetization”. What
does this mean for humanity’s further selfevolution and its understanding of Spirit? Will
the new Earth consciousness lead to a new Earth
community, and to new spiritual paradigms? In
other words, will humans be able to discover the
great wisdom of the Earth? Can they detect a
spiritual significance and purpose in the epic of
evolution?
The talk will outline Panikkar’s and Teilhard’s
ideas on these questions, to be followed by a
discussion of their most salient insights.
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